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Introduction

Lithium is well described in managing certain mental illnesses, including in people with intellectual 
disabilities (ID). It requires regular monitoring particularly of serum levels and relevant biochemistry. 

Existing national monitoring protocols do not provide ID specific guidance leading to an increased risk of 
poor-quality care. 

Aims

• Explore evidence available for monitoring of lithium and associated health parameters in people with ID

• Identify areas of additional monitoring need in people with ID compared to the general population

• Devise a protocol for safely and effectively monitoring in this cohort

• Audit the monitoring of all people with ID prescribed lithium in our service area (Cornwall, UK) using 
our novel protocol as standard

Methods

Literature review identified relevant monitoring protocols and good practice in people with ID (search terms 
in main text). 

The new protocol was registered and applied as an audit to all people with ID currently on lithium on the 
General Practice (GP) ID register across all practices in Cornwall, UK.  

Results

Scoping literature review identified thirty-nine papers. Sixteen papers provided evidence of novel or 
significant adverse effects in this population. Five papers focused on the role of the GP in prescribing and 
monitoring. Eighteen papers were excluded.

Ten patients meeting criteria for audit were identified. Data were collected for nine (one unable to be 
accessed). Of the 54 critical monitoring data points assessed, 44 were performed within the identified good 
practice timeframe [Table 1]. Of the missed data points, neglected tests were varied.

Discussion

Literature review allowed formulation of the novel protocol [Figure 1] which was felt to represent an 
acceptable balance in monitoring between clinical safety, efficiency and patient acceptability. 

Audit highlighted trends of failure in monitoring including: annual health check often not completed; 
calcium frequently neglected and trends in patients not accessing regular monitoring. 

It is felt that clarity in rationale for monitoring requirements from the evidence base should improve 
standards, to be defined by future re-audit. It is questioned whether refusal of monitoring after good quality 
patient education indicates a lack of suitability for lithium treatment.

Conclusions

This protocol represents the first ID specific approach for monitoring lithium and associated health 
parameters. 

The audit gives proof of concept for the requirement of improved monitoring of lithium prescribing for 
people with ID in the community, possibly using the new protocol. 

Protocol devised by our team as proposed standard for monitoring community 
health in people with ID prescribed lithium, with additional educational 
information contained for healthcare worker and patient benefit.
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Results of audit on concordance with monitoring protocol. Nine patients (one 
per row). ‘X’ indicates testing within timeframe (blood tests six months, annual 
health check one year). If not within specified timeframe, indicated how long 
ago most recent testing was from audit in December 2019.
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